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Quadratic reciprocity laws for the rationals and rational function fields are 
proved. An elementary proof for Hilbert’s reciprocity law is given. Hilbert’s 
reciprocity law is extended to certain algebraic function fields. 
This paper is concerned with reciprocity laws for quadratic forms over 
algebraic number fields and algebraic function fields in one variable. 
This is a very classical subject. The oldest and best known example of a 
theorem of this kind is, of course, the Gauss reciprocity law which, in 
Hilbert’s formulation, says the following: If (a, b) is a quaternion algebra 
over the field of rational numbers Q, then the number of prime spots of Q, 
where (a, b) does not split, is finite and even. This can be regarded as a 
theorem about quadratic forms because the quaternion algebras (a, b) 
correspond l-l to the quadratic forms (1, --a, -b, ub), and (a, b) is split 
if and only if (1, --a, -b, ub) is isotropic. 
This formulation of the Gauss reciprocity law suggests immediately 
generalizations in two different directions: 
(1) Replace the quaternion forms (1, --a, -b, ub) by arbitrary 
quadratic forms. 
(2) Replace Q by an algebraic number field or an algebraic function 
field in one variable (possibly with arbitrary constant field). 
While some results are known concerning (l), it seems that the situation 
has never been investigated thoroughly, not even for the case of the 
rational numbers. Concerning (2), the main result is, of course, the Hilbert 
reciprocity law for arbitrary global fields, which is classically proved either 
by using Gauss sums and theta functions [6, 21, 41, or from the “axioms” 
of global class field theory, i.e., the first and second inequality [l]. 
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This paper contains a few contributions to both problems. In particular, 
we will give a reciprocity law for arbitrary quadratic forms over a rational 
function field, and a simple proof of Hilbert’s reciprocity law for global 
fields. This proof is based on a recent theorem of Milnor about the 
behavior of quadratic forms over p-adic fields under the transfer-homo- 
morphism [8]. By generalizing Milnor’s theorem slightly, we obtain a 
generalization of Hilbert’s reciprocity law to algebraic function fields over 
a “Milnor field”. 
DEFINITIONS, NOTATIONS, KNOWN RESULTS 
We assume familiarity with basic results about quadratic forms over 
fields; in particular, over finite and p-adic fields; and we refer to [ 11, 17,221 
for general references about quadratic forms. We denote similarity of 
quadratic forms by N and isometry by g. 
Inuariants 
We consider fields of characteristic f2 only. Let K be such a field. 
Every quadratic form q over K can be written in “diagonal form” 
q G (a, ,..., a,> = <al> 0 ... 0 (a,>, 
where (ai) denotes the l-dimensional form aix2. We define 
discriminant(q) = d(q) = (-l)n(n-1)/2al ... a, . 
This is a well-defined element of the group of square classes K*/K*2. 
If q is even-dimensional, we call the Witt-invariant of q the element c(q) 
of the Brauer group B(K) of K determined by the Clifford algebra of q. 
If q is odd-dimensional, we call the Witt-invariant the element c(q) 
determined by the even Clifford algebra of q. The invariants d, c are well 
defined for elements of the Witt group W(K), i.e., for similarity classes of 
quadratic forms. 
Transfer 
Let L/K be a finite algebraic extension, and s : L + K a K-linear map 
#O. If q is a nondegenerate quadratic form over L, then s*q = sq is a 
nondegenerate quadratic form over K. One obtains in this way a transfer- 
homomorphism for the Witt groups 
s* : W(L) --f W(K). 
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In particular, if L/K is separable, we may take s to be the trace Tr,,, . 
If q is a quadratic form over K, denote by qr. the corresponding form 
over L. One has the “Frobenius reciprocity”: 
s*(qL) Lx q 0 s*(l), q E WQ. 
We refer to [16, 171 for more information about the transfer-homo- 
morphism. 
Local fields 
Let K be a local field, i.e., K is complete with respect to a discrete 
valuation. We refer to [18] for the theory of local fields. Let k be the 
residue class field and assume char(k) # 2, let r be a prime element. 
Every quadratic form q over K can be written in the form 
where ai , bj are units. The quadratic form 
y1 = (al )..., ii,) 
over k is well defined up to similarity, and is called the first residue class 
form of q. After a choice of rr, the quadratic form 
q2 = (6, ,..., &J 
is well defined up to similarity and is called the second residue class form 
of q. This construction gives an isomorphism 
W(K) E W(k) 0 WV 
(depending on the choice of r). It follows, moreover, that if every (n + l)- 
dimensional form over k is isotropic, every (2n + l)-dimensional form 
over K is isotropic. Details may be found in [20]. 
We call a field p-adic if it is local and if the residue class field is finite. 
If K is p-adic or real, we may identify the Witt invariant c(q) with +l or 
- 1 depending on whether c(q) is split or nonsplit. 
1. “EASY" AND “DIFFICULT" PROBLEMS 
IN THE THEORY OF QUADRATIC FONS 
In this section we recall some results which will be used in later sections. 
In the theory of quadratic forms over fields one is mostly confronted 
with the following two questions: 
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“Easy” problem: Is a given quadratic form q isometric to a direct sum 
of hyperbolic planes, i.e., is q = 0 in the Witt group ? 
“DiJicult” problem: Is a given quadratic form q isotropic, i.e., is there a 
nonzero x such that q(x) = O? 
EXAMPLE 1.1 (T. A. Springer). Let k be an algebraic extension of odd 
degree. 
(i) (Weak theorem) The canonical homomorphism 
r* : W(K) -+ W(L) 
is injective. 
(ii) (Strong theorem) Ifq is anisotropic over K, then q is anisotropic 
over L. 
The weak result can be proved very easily [14], the strong result is a 
little bit harder [19]. 
EXAMPLE 1.2 (Pfister). Let K be ajield ofJinite level, i.e., -1 is a sum 
of squares in K. 
(i) (Weak theorem) The order of the form (1) in W(K) is a power 
of 2. 
(ii) (Strong theorem) The maximal n such that {I,..., 1) (n sum- 
mands) is anisotropic is a power of 2. 
The proof of the weak result is quite formal [16]; for the strong result 
one has to use multiplicative forms. A proof -due to Witt-will be given 
after 1.5. 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Consider the field of rational numbers. 
(i) (Strong theorem. Minkowski) A quadratic form q over Q is 
isotropic if and only tfit is isotropic over all p-adicjelds and the reals. 
It is somewhat surprising that the corresponding weak theorem is very 
elementary, the proof is in fact a preliminary step to a proof of the Gauss 
reciprocity law. This has only recently been shown by Milnor [9], whose 
proof is based on work of Bass and Tate [2]. We want to describe this 
result in more detail: 
If p is an odd prime, we have a canonical homomorphism 
64I/411-6 
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which is the composition of the canonical homomorphism W(Q) --f W(Q,) 
and the second residue homomorphism (with respect to the uniformizing 
element p) W(Q,) -+ W(F,). (Of course, F, denotes the field with p 
elements.) We define 8, : W(Q) --f Z/22 by &(q) = a,(@)) (mod 2) where 
z)~ denotes the 2-adic valuation. Finally, we define 8, : W(Q) + Z to be 
the signature. (Note that W(F,) s ZjZZ, and W(R) = Z.) 
(ii) (Weak theorem) These homomorphisms dejine a group iso- 
morphism 
Podd 
The proof is short and elementary; it may be easily adapted from 
Milnor’s proof of a corresponding (slightly more difficult) result for 
rational function fields (see 1.4. below). 
EXAMPLE 1.4. Consider a rational function field F = K(x), where 
char(K) # 2. We will keep the transcendental element x fixed. The 
“finite” primes p of F/K are in 1-l correspondence to the irreducible 
polynomialsp(x) with leading coefficient 1. We denote by Fp the completion 
of F at the prime p, and by Kp the residue class field of Fp . We have 
Kp = K[xl/~(x) if p = p(x) is finite 
Kp = K if p = co. 
For each prime p we have a homomorphism 
a+, : W(F) - W(K,) 
which is the composition of the canonical homomorphism W(F) - W(FJ 
and the second residue homomorphism W(F,) + W(K,) with respect to 
the uniformizing element p(x) if p is finite, and 1 /x if p is infinite. 
1.4. (WEAK THEOREM. HARDER) The homomorphisms ap and the 
canonical inclusion W(k) - W(F) give an exact sequence 
0 + W(K) - W(F) * u W(rc,) - 0. 
p finite 
This sequence splits, e.g., through the homomorphism a, : W(F) - W(K) 
which is the composition of W(F) - W(K((t))) and the jtrst residue homo- 
morphism W(K((t))) --f W(K). 
Proof. ([9], [S] 3.5, [7] $13). 
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Pfister has communicated to me the interesting result that the corre- 
sponding strong result is false. 
Example 1.5. The distinction between the “easy problem” and the 
“difficult problem” may explain why Pfister’s multiplicative forms are so 
useful, because for multiplicative forms both questions coincide. We give 
Witt’s unpublished version of Pfister’s theory (see also [17, Chapter II): 
An isotropic quadratic form q is called multiplicative if q - 0. An 
anisotropic form q is called multiplicative if it represents 1 and if for 
every nonzero element a represented by q (g(x) = a for some x) the forms 
q and aq are isometric. 
It is easy to see that the forms (1, a) are multiplicative. 
LEMMA. If q is multiplicative, q 0 (1, a) is multiplicative. 
Proof. If q is multiplicative and isotropic, q 0 (1, a) - 0, i.e., 
q @ (1, a) is multiplicative. Assume q is anisotropic, and q 0 (1, a) = 
q @ aq is isotropic, i.e., q(x) + aq(y) = 0 for suitable x, y. Since q is 
multiplicative, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Assume q @ (1, a) is anisotropic. Let d = q(x) + uq(y) # 0 and set 
b = q(x), c = q(y). If c = 0, 
If b = 0, 
(4 0 (1, a>)ac z q 0 <a, a2> 2% q 0 <a, 1). 
Ifb,c # 0, 
(q 0 (1, a))@ + 4 sz (bq 0 acq)(b + 4 GX q 0 <b, ac)(b + ac) 
- q 0 (1, abc) = q 0 (1, a). = 
COROLLARY. The maximal n such that (l,..., 1) (n summands) is 
anisotropic is injinite or a power of 2. 
Proof. Let 2”-l <n < 2”. The form (l,..., 1) (2” summands) is 
multiplicative and isotropic, hence 4. By Witt’s cancellation theorem, 
(l,..., 1) s (-l,..., -1) (2k-1 summands); hence n = 2”-l. 
2. RECIPROCITY LAWS OVER Q 
This section contains reciprocity laws for rational quadratic forms 
along the lines of [2, lo]. 
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Let a denote the set of all prime spots of Q : Sz = {co, 2, 3, 5,...}. Let 
A be an abelian group, and x : W(Q) ---f A a homomorphism. By 1.3. 
there are uniquely determined homomorphisms 
such that 
Xm . *Z-A, x2 : Z/22 + A 
xp : W(F,) - A, p odd prime 
x = c aax?, . 
PER 
This equation is the “abstract” reciprocity law. We want to determine 
the xP for homomorphisms x associated with the valuations of Q. Let us 
recall that W(Qa) is isomorphic to Z/82 0 Z/22 @ Z/22 with generators 
(1), (1, 1, 1, 5), (- 1,2), respectively. (I do not know an explicit reference 
for this result, but it may be deduced easily from results in [l l] or [17].) 
THEOREM 2.1. (Gauss, van der Blij [3], Bass-Tate [2].) If 
x : W(Q) -+ Z/SZ 
is the composition of the canonical homomorphism W(Q) -+ W(Q2) with 
the projection of W(Q& on the direct summand ZjSZ, then 
x,(n) z n (mod 8), n E Z, 
Xa = 0, 
xB( I) 3 p - I(mod 8) p odd prime, 
xDh) = 4 (mod 81, 
where v2, denotes the unique 2-dimensional anisotropic form over F, . 
For the proof we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Gauss). If p is a prime = 1 (mod 8), then there exists a 
prime q such that 2 < q < p and p is not a square mod q. 
Proof. [2, lo]. 
Proof of 2.1. It is obvious that xm is reduction mod 8. Moreover, 
x( - 1,2) = 0 implies x2 = 0. If p is an odd prime, then it is easy to check 
that the following equations hold in W(Q,): 
(--l,P> = 0 if p 3 1 (mod 8) 
= (1, 1, 1, 5> 0 (1, 1) if p = 3 (mod 8) 
= (1, 1, 1, 5) @ (1, 1, 1, 1) if p = 5 (mod 8) 
= (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) if p E 7 (mod 8). 
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Since a,(-1,p) =Ofor qEfJ, q fp, and a,(-l,p) =(l), it follows 
that 
~~(1) = p - 1 (mod 8). 
If p = 3,7 (mod 8), vD G (1, l), and we have proved everything in this 
case. 
Assume p = 5 (mod 8). In this case, 2 is not a square in F, : (- l))(@a-l) = 
(- 1). Since - 1 is a square, ?a = (- 1,2). Moreover, in W(Q,) we know 
that 
But 
Hence, 
C-P, 2p) = c-5,10> = (--1,2) 0 (1, 1, 1, 1). 
8,(-p, 2~) ~1 (mod 2) 
u-p, 2~) = vD , 
a,(-~, 2~) = 0 if 4 # 2, P. 
4 = X(-P, 2~) = x9(& (mod 8) 
which completes the proof in this case. 
Assume finally p = 1 (mod 8). Choose q according to 2.2. and consider 
the form # = (1, -p, -q, pq). Obviously, this form is 0 in W(Qz). 
Moreover, a,(#) = (-1, q), a,($) = (-l,p), a,($) = 0 for p’ E Q, 
p’ # p, q. Therefore, 
x&-L P> = x,(--l, q) (mod 8). 
We choose q such that (- 1, p) = y’p . Carrying out induction on p we 
conclude from the induction hypothesis, xa( - 1, p} 3 4 (mod 8), that 
x&--l, q) = 4 (mod 9, and a fortiori (- 1, q) = y?, . 
If we apply Theorem 2.1. to the quaternion forms (1, -a, -b, ab), 
we obtain the Gauss reciprocity law in the form stated in the introduction. 
We now want to formulate a complement to Theorem 2.1. To do this 
choose an odd prime p, and let 
x : W(Q) + W(F,) 
be the composition of the canonical homomorphism W(Q) -+ W(Q,) and 
theJirst residue homomorphism W(Q,) -+ W(F,). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. For this x, the xII, q E lJ are as follows: 
Xm : 1 I-+ Cl> 
x2 : 1 t+ v?J if p = 3,5 (mod 8) 
lb0 if p = 1,7(mod8) 
xe = -id 
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Forq # 92,~ 
x*(l) = vz, if ; + 1 i) 
=o if 0 
4 =l, 
P 
X(1(%) = 0 always. 
The proof of this proposition is analogous to the proof of 2.1. However, 
it is even simpler since it is not necessary to use 2.2. Also, we leave it to 
the reader to work out the reciprocity laws for other homomorphisms 
x: W(Q)-A. 
We want to conclude this section with a remark on an invariant of 
integral symmetric bilinear forms which is often used in topology. Let 
M be a free Z-module of finite rank, letf : M x M -+ Z be a nonsingular 
symmetric bilinear form, and 1: M/2M x M/2M -+ Z/22 the reduction 
of f mod 2. Since X i-t&?, X) is a homomorphism, there is a unique 
W E M/2M such that j((x, X) = f(X, E) for all X, i.e., 
f(x, x) = f(x, w) (mod 2). 
Therefore,f(w, w) is uniquely determined modulo 8: 
f(w + 2x, w  + 2x) = f(w, w) + 4(f(x, w) +m xl). 
It is easy to see that we obtain a homomorphism 
7 : W(Z) --+ Z/82, f-m, 4 
defined on the Witt group W(Z) of nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms 
over Z. Now it is easy to see that W(Z) imbeds into W(Q). (In fact, this 
is true for any Dedekind domain and its quotient field [7].) We claim that 
a,(W(Z)) = 0 for p = 2,3,... . This is obvious for p = 2 because the 
determinant of a nonsingular integral form is f 1. For p odd, this follows 
from the fact that f can be written in diagonal form over the p-adic 
integers. Since all diagonal coefficients must be units, the second residue 
form is 0. In view of 1.3, we have shown that W(Z) E Z. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The invariant r is congruent to the signature module 8. 
Proof. It suffices to check this for the generator (1) of W(Z), where 
it is obviously true. 
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3. MILNOR FIELDS 
DEFINITION 3.1. A field K of characteristic 22 will be called a Milnor 
jeld of degree n if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) For every finite algebraic extension L/K there exists up to 
isometry a unique anisotropic form qL over L of dimension 2”. Every form 
of dimension >2* over L is isotropic. 
(ii) If N/L/K are finite algebraic extensions and s : N + L is a 
nonzero L-linear map, then s*(vN) - vL. 
Before we give examples of Milnorfields, we make a remark on condition 
(ii): Let K be an arbitrary field, L/K a finite algebraic extension and ti 
a nonzero K-homomorphism s,, : L + K, which defines the following 
nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form 
(x, Y) ++ S&Y), x, y E L. 
Let s : L + K be a second K-homomorphism #O. Then there exists a 
unique a, E L* such that 
44 = dwx) 
for all x E L. This means 
for all 9 E W(L). 
If we want to prove condition (ii), it suffices to check this condition for 
a single S0 because a&+$ s q)N . Condition (ii) will usually be proved 
stepwise by construction of a tower of field extensions 
and Li-,-homomorphisms si : Li ---f LipI . 
Let US also remark that (ii) is always true in the case of an extension of 
odd degree. By 1.1 the form (P)~)~ is anisotropic, i.e., (q~~)~ g yN . Thus 
we may use the Frobenius reciprocity and the fact that 
to obtain 
s*(pN) &% FL 8 s*(l) ?% VL @ (1, 1, -1, 1, --1,-., 1, -1) 
- VL . 
PROPOSITION 3.2. TheJinite fields are Milnorfields of degree 1. 
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Proof. (i) is well known and trivial. 
(ii) It suffices to consider extensions of degree odd or 2. The first 
case is settled by our general remark. In the quadratic case one has 
cpN = <I, E), where E represents the nonsquare of N = L(E). Define 
s(l) = 1, S(E) = 0. Thus S*(E) is isotropic i.e., a hyperbolic plane. 
Therefore 
s*(l, E) -s*(l) 5z (1, -normN,t(c)) 
(see [14]). Norm,,,(E) is a nonsquare of L. Separating the cases depending 
upon whether -1 is a square in L or not, one sees easily that 
(1, -nom4h.(4) 
is anisotropic, i.e., is vr. . 
Remark. This proposition and its proof remain valid in the case of a 
quasi-finite field. (See [18] for the notion of a quasi-finite field.) 
THEOREM 3.3. If k is a Milnorjield of degree n, and ifK is a local field 
with residue class field k, then K is a Milnor@eId of degree n + 1. 
Proof. (i) Denote the residue class field of L by h. Let cpt be the unique 
2”+Wimensional anisotropic form whose first and second residue class 
forms are v,, . (Note that in this case the second residue class form is 
independent of the choice of the prime 7.) It is well known that (i) is 
satisfied (see Section 1). 
(ii) To simplify our notations we will write L/K instead of N/L. 
Since a purely inseparable extension is of odd degree, this case is settled 
by our general remark, and we may assume L/K is separable. For the 
same reason we may assume L/K is tamely ramified. Let K,, be the 
maximal unramified extension of K contained in L. The extension L/K,, 
is normal and cyclic. As in the case of a finite field, we may reduce the 
problem to the quadratic case. Hence we can write L = K,, = K,,.( 1/;;), 
where T is a prime. If 4 is the uniquely determined anisotropic form over 
K,, with 1st residue class form P)~,, and 2nd residue class form 0, we 
can write 
Of course, k,, is the residue class field of K,, . Define s : L -+ K,,,. by 
s(l) = 1, s( 6) = 0. Thus we have 
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The only case remains when L/K is unram%ed, but then the proof is 
reduced to the residue class fields in the usual way: Write 
TK = $K on$K, qJL = *L 04L7 
where 
(i&)1 = 9)k 7 (ia2 = 0, 
GL)l G P)h 3 (FL), = 0. 
Let L = K(x) with x a unit and define the K-homomorphism s, e.g., by 
S(1) = 1, s(x) = ..* = s(x+l) = 0. 
s induces a k-homomorphism S : h + k. Thus it is obvious that we have 
s*(yL) = s*(#~) @ ‘ITS*(I,!I~). We now have what we want, namely, 
(s*(#LNz - 07 
i.e., 
s*(h) - *K Y  Q.E.D. 
As a corollary we see that every p-adic field, p { 2, is a Milnor field of 
degree 2. As usual this is true in the dyadic case also: 
THEOREM 3.4. Every p-adic field is a Milnor field of degree 2. 
Proof. Milnor [8, Theorem 2.31. 
Remark. A more general result and a completely different proof can 
be found in [13]. Milnor’s theorem is essentially contained already in [21]. 
4. RECIPROCITY LAWS OVER RATIONAL FUNCTION FIELDS 
We consider a rational function field F = K(X) and shall use the same 
notations as in Example 1.4, except for the following simplification: Zf Q 
is a quadratic form over F, let q,, be the second residue class form of 
Qp = QFp with respect to the uniformizing element p(x) resp. I/x at co. 
For p fimte and n = deg(p), define the K-linear map 
sp : K[x]/p(x) = Kp - K 
by 
sp(l) = ... = s,(x+2) = 0, s,(x”-1) = 1, 
define s, = -id. With these notations the following theorem holds. 
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THEOREM 4.1. If Q is a quadratic form over F, then 
CB sP*(qp) - 0. 
0 
Proof. It is obvious that almost all second residue class forms are -0. 
It suffices to prove the theorem for l-dimensional Q. Write without loss 
of generality 
Q = (PI(X) . . . P,(X)>, 
where P&V) is an irreducible polynomial of degree di with leading coef- 
ficient 1. If 
the K-homomorphism Ai -+ A is defined canonically by 
xv b+ x&(x) *** p;(x) **. &(X), r = O,..., di - 1, 
(” means: omit this factor.) and we have consequently a canonical direct 
sum decomposition 
A =A,@-.-@A”. 
Let s : A + K be defined as above by 
s(1) = ... = s(xd-2) = 0, s(xd-l) = 1, d = Zdi, 
and let H be the quadratic form s*(l) on A, i.e., 
W(x)) = d.f(x>“)* 
It follows immediately from this definition that the Ai are pairwise 
orthogonal. We claim 
fJ I,$ GE Sf,(%,>, i = l,..., n. 
To see this, write 
ml” PlW . . . L(x)” . . . P&)” 
= PI(X) **. p;(x) **+ pn(x)[co + ClX + a** + CB&Xdi-l + Pi(X) g(x)]. 
By the definition of s, 
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On the other hand, by the definition of sDi 
~;i&x&4) = %&w2 Pi(X) ..- PX4 *.- Pn(X)) 
= Cd*-1 . 
Obviously, qp = 0 for all finite primes different from pl(x),..., pn(x). We 
have proved that 
H cz & s;$(q,J = @ sp*&d. 
i=l p Unite 
If d = 2e, we have H N 0, because 1, x,..., xc-l span a totally isotropic 
subspace. We are finished in this case because qa, = 0. If d = 2e + 1, 
we still have an e-dimensional totally isotropic subspace. By computing 
the determinant, it is easy to see that 
H g (1) @ e hyperbolic planes. 
Since s*(qm) = (-I), we have completed the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
We can reformulate Theorem 4.1 as follows: Let x : W(F) + W(K) be 
the composition of the homomorphism W(r;> + W(Fm) and the second 
residue homomorphism W(FJ + W(K). Because of x( W(K)) = 0, we 
can write 
x = c Xp% 
P+m 
for suitable homomorphisms xP : W(K,> + W(K). Theorem 4.1 says 
xp = sp*. 
Remark. Theorem 4.1 can also be proved using the residue theorem 
for rational function fields. For if 
w = f(x) dx, 
f(x) = Xk+m (PlW . .* PT(x>>-l, 
then it is not difficult to see that resPi(w) is the inner product of xk and xm 
with respect to the quadratic form $(qpi). This is because 
res,,(w) = adi-l , 
in 
f(x) = 
a0 + a,x + *-a + ad,-lx di-1 . . . 
Pd4 
+ * 
(We regard res,Jw) as an element of K, i.e., it is the trace of the usual 
residuum!) For k + m < d - 1 we see easily that res w  = 0 for all 
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primes different from pi(x),..., p,(x). In particular, res(w) = 0 at co. 
Using the residue theorem we see that the vectors (Y,..., Y’), 0 < r < e 
span a totally isotropic subspace of A, @ ... @ A, . 
Remark. Results, analogous to 1.4 and 4. I, were proved by Faddeev 
for the Brauer group of a rational function field (see [15]). 
We now use 4.1 to deduce more examples of reciprocity laws. 
Let x : W(F) ---f W(K) be the composition of the canonical homo- 
morphism W(F) + W(Fa) and the3rst residue homomorphism 
By 1.4 we can write 
x = xoao + c xpap . 
P+m 
COROLLARY 4.2. In this situation, x0 : W(K) --f W(K) is the identity, 
and xp = W(K,) -+ W(K) is equal to tP*, where t, : Kp ---f K is the K-linear 
map tp(b) = s,(xb). 
Proof. If Q is a quadratic form over F, then 
Inspecting this equation, in particular, at the prime p = x, we see that 
this is exactly what we had to prove. 
Let now q = (X - a) be a prime of degree 1, and let x : W(F) -+ W(K,) 
be the composition of the canonical homomorphism W(F) --+ W(F,) and 
the first residue homomorphism W(FJ --f W(K,). By 1.4 we write again 
x = X0% + c xpap . 
Pfm 
COROLLARY 4.3. In this situation, x0 is the identity, xq is multiplication 
by a, andfor p # co, q we have xp = tp* + rp*, where t, is as before and 
T?(b) = -s&(x - a)b). 
Proof. Let Q be a quadratic form over F. Using 4.1 and 4.2 we 
obtain 
x(Q) = (QcA = (((x - 4 Q)& 
= ((!x - 4 Q>& - @ sp*((@ - 4 Qlph 
P#q.m 
= (Qm>, - **. 
= @ s,*(~xQ),), - **a . 
Pf” 
This is what we had to prove. 
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Remark. We leave it to the reader to investigate the case of a prime of 
degree > 1. This is related to the behaviour of the whole situation under a 
constant field extension. 
Remark. Theorem 4.1, particularly in its reformulation answers a 
question of Knebusch [7, Section 131. That there should exist a reciprocity 
law of this type (i.e., involving the transfer) has been pointed out to me 
by Harder. A somewhat similar result for algebraic number fields has 
been proved by Weil [21, p. 179, Proposition 51. The arbitrary choice of 
the transcendental x here corresponds there to a choice of a character of 
the adele group. 
5. RECIPROCITY LAWS OVER ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS 
In this section we want to give an elementary proof of the Hilbert 
reciprocity law: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let K be an algebraic numberfield and (a, b) a quaternion 
algebra over K. The number of primes p, where (a, b) does not split, is 
finite and even. 
For the proof we use the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 5.2. Let K be an algebraic number$eld. The following statements 
are equivalent: 
(i) If a, b E K*, then the number of primes p such that the quaternion 
algebra (a, b) does not split over Kp is finite and even. 
(ii) For every quadratic form q over K of even dimension and discrim- 
inant 1 the number of primes p such that c(qJ # 1 isJinite and even. 
Proof. “(i) Z= (ii)“. The invariant c(q) is a product of quaternion 
algebras. If each of these does not split exactly at an even number of 
primes, the same is true for their product. 
“(ii) z- (i)“. We only have to observe that 
c( 1, --a, -b, ab) = (a, b). 
LEMMA 5.3. Let F be a field and p a discrete or archimedean prime. Let 
E/F be a separable algebraic extension offinite degree. If Q is a quadratic 
form over E, then 
WE*IFQ)p = 0 Vr.&~FpQd. 
‘PIP 
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This lemma can be easily deduced from the well-known fact 
TrEIFG4 = c TrEQIFpW. 
VIP 
Proof of 5.1. Let q be a quadratic form over the algebraic number 
field K, assume q has even dimension and discriminant 1. We have to show 
n c(qp) = 1. 
P 
Let # = Tr&o(q). Let p be a prime of Q or cc. By Lemma 5.3 we have 
All summands on the right hand side have discriminant 1. By 2.4, 
Q& # co) is a Milnor field. Moreover, qp - 0 or qp - yKp . Therefore, 
c(h) = fl c(Tr&,21plo,(qpN = I1 c(qJ. 
PIP PIP 
Note that this is also correct at co. Therefore, 
I-I c(qp) = rJ JJ &P) = n c(bJ. 
V 9 VIP 2, 
Since we assume the theorem for Q, it remains to check that d($) = 1, 
which is easily proved (or see [S, 2.21). 
6. RECIPROCITY LAWS OVER ALGEBRAIC FUNCTION FIELDS 
Let F be an algebraic function field in one variable with constant field 
K, where K is a Milnor field of degree n. By 3.3, the completions Fp of F 
are Milnor fields of degree n + 1. A quadratic form Q over F is called 
locally universal if for all primes p of F/K either Qv N 0 (Qr := QFv) or 
Qp - P)Fv . By Pfister’s theorem (Example 1.5) the multiplicative forms 
(1, 6) 0 ... 0 (1, a,+d 
are locally universal. 
THEOREM 6.1. If F is an algebraic function field in one variable with 
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constant field K, where K is a MilnorJield of degree n, and if Q is a locally 
universal quadratic form over F, then the set 
S(Q) = {P I Qp 7L 01 
contains a$nite and even number of elements. 
In particular, if Q is multiplicative of dimension 2+l, then the number of 
primes p such that Qp is anisotropic isjnite and even. 
Proof. With the notations fixed at the beginning of this section, 
QP - 0 if and only if qp - 0. Therefore, S(Q) is a finite set. 
If s(Q) = card@(Q)), we will first prove that this number is even when 
F = K(x) is a rational function. By 4.1 we know that 
0 sp*tqp) - 0. 
n 
Now, using the Milnor property and the definition of locally universal, 
we see that all the nonzero summands are similar to yK. Therefore, their 
number must be even. 
To settle the case of an arbitrary function field we apply Lemma 5.3. 
Let E be a finite separable extension of F = K(x), and let Q be a locally 
universal form over E. From the lemma it follows that Tr&,(Q) is locally 
universal because Tr* eB,~JQlr) is either --O or -P)~ and a sum of such 
forms is either -0 or -vF p . It follows from the M&nor property that 
#{‘$I p such that Qq + 0} = 0 (mod 2) if (T&Q)p - 0 
= 1 (mod 2) if tTrE*IFQ)p - yFp 
and these congruences prove what we want. 
Finally, we assume that we know the theorem for an algebraic function 
field F, and we want to extend it to a purely inseparable extension E/F. 
We may restrict ourselves to the case when [E : F] = p. Let p be a prime 
and !$ the unique extension to E. Then two cases may occur: 
(i) either we have [E@ : E,] = p. In this case s induces a map 
SP * * E9 -+ Fp and we have Sag = sp*QP , i.e., by the Milnor property 
Q@ + 0 if and only if Sag + 0. 
(ii) or we have Ep = F9 . In this case Fp OF E is a complete local 
ring with residue class field Fp and s induces an Fp-linear map sp : A + Fp . 
From the theory of quadratic forms over complete local rings (or using an 
easy direct argument) it follows that we can write the form QA as a diagonal 
form with all diagonal coefficients contained in Fp C A. Thus 
s*(Q), = sp*tQ,) = 8~ 0 sp*(l> - Qrp 3 
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i.e., as above, we know that Qrp + 0 if and only if s*(Q)+, + 0. This 
completes the proof. 
As a corollary we obtain the Hilbert reciprocity law for algebraic 
function fields with a quasi-finite constant field. 
Let us finally remark without going into details: 
COROLLARY 6.2. (i) Let K be a Milnor field of degree 2 and F an 
algebraic function field in one variable over K. Let G be a simple algebraic 
group of type G, de$ned over F. The number of primes of F/K where G is 
anisotropic is finite and even. 
(ii) Let K be a Milnor field of degree 4 and F an algebraic function 
field in one variable over K. Let G be a simple algebraic group of type F4 
derived from a reduced exceptional simple Jordan algebra which is defined 
over F. The number ofprimes of F/K where G is anisotropic is finite and even. 
(The proof follows from the fact that in both cases G is defined via a 
multiplicative form of the appropriate dimension.) 
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Added in proof: The results of this paper are extended in: 
W.-D. GEYER, G. HARDER, M. KNEBUSCH, W. SCHARLAU, Ein Residuensatz fur 
symmetrische Bilinearformen, Znventiones Math. 11 (1970), 319-328. 
M. KNEBUSCH AND W. SCHAIUAU, Quadratische Formen und quadratische Rezi- 
prozitatsgesetze iiber algebraischen Zahlkorpern, Math. Z. 121 (1971), 346-368. 
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